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The topic of this thesis lies at the intersection of algebraic geometry and number
theory; what immediately follows is a brief summary of mathematical work in these
subjects relevant to the proof of the main result of this thesis.
The first study on the genus of a surface is attributed to B. Riemann. In his 1857
work on abelian functions, he established what is known as Riemann’s inequality:
that, for any finite integral linear combination D of points on a Riemann surface S,
it holds that
l(−D) ≥ deg(D)− gS + 1;
with l(−D) the dimension over the complex numbers C of the meromorphic functions
of S of degree at least that of the coefficient of −D at each point of S, deg(D) the sum
of the coefficients that appear in D, and gS the non-negative integer known today as
the genus of S [29]. Later, G. Roch is credited with establishment in 1865 of what is
known as the Riemann-Roch theorem, which, with the previous notation, states that
l(−D) = deg(D)− gS − 1 + l(D −W),
with W a finite integral linear combination of points on S that is attached to a special
type of function, called a differential of S [30].
In 1882, R. Dedekind and H. Weber developed the ideal theory on Riemann sur-
faces, which permitted a purely algebraic interpretation of the theorem of Riemann
and Roch. In place of the meromorphic functions on a Riemann surface was a finite
extension of the field C(X) of algebraic functions [8]. In 1936, H.K. Schmidt extended
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the Riemann-Roch theorem to an arbitrary field in place of C [33].
Zeta functions were essential to the early study of algebraic geometry and number
theory. E. Artin is credited with the invention in 1921 of the zeta function of a
curve over a finite field and, in certain cases, proof of what is called the “Riemann
hypothesis” for curves over finite fields, which states that each zero of the zeta function
of a curve over a finite field must have real part equal to one-half [1]. In 1934, H. Hasse
established the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields with genus equal to
one [13]. A. Weil is credited with noting in 1940, and later proving, the validity of
the Riemann hypothesis for all curves over finite fields [39, 40]. Based upon a method
of S.A. Stepanov [35], a concise proof of Weil’s claim was established by E. Bombieri
in 1973 [4].
Part of the early development of modern number theory appears in class field
theory, which has its roots in the theorem of L. Kronecker and H. Weber, first stated
in 1853: that any abelian extension of the rational numbers is contained in a cyclo-
tomic extension of the rational numbers [20]. The first proof of the Kronecker-Weber
theorem is credited to D. Hilbert in 1897 [16]. In 1900, D. Hilbert published a list of
23 fundamental problems in mathematics, the ninth of which called for the establish-
ment of a reciprocity law for number fields that would later become the foundation of
class field theory [17]. The early developments of the reciprocity law, which applied
to number fields, are credited to E. Artin [2], T. Takagi [36], and H. Hasse [12], in
the years from 1920 to 1927. Later, between the years 1931 and 1935, the reciprocity
law was developed for curves over finite fields by F.K. Schmidt [32], H. Hasse [14],
and E. Witt [41].
Let us introduce some definitions and notation. Let Fq be a finite field. Let x be
an element that is transcendental over Fq. A finite extension of the field of rational
functions Fq(x) is called a congruence function field. Let K denote a congruence
function field. Let FK denote the field of constants of K. Let gK denote the genus of
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K. Let hK denote the class number of K.
This thesis is devoted to establishment of the following result. Let F be a fixed





gK ln |FK |
= 1.
The proof of this result is divided into three sections. In Chapter 2, a lower bound is
established as Theorem 1:




gK ln |FK |
≥ 1.
The proof of Theorem 1 employs analytic methods to count divisors. In Chapter
3, an upper bound is established as Theorem 2:
Theorem 2. Let F be a fixed choice of congruence function field. Let K be a finite




gK ln |FK |
≤ 1.
The proof of Theorem 2 employs properties of zeta functions in conjunction with
ramification theory. In Chapter 4, the main result of this work is stated as a corollary
of Theorems 1 and 2, and a simple example is provided that demonstrates why the
arguments of Chapter 3 do not extend in general beyond the abelian case.
Work on this problem dates to a result of E. Inaba [18], which established, for a
fixed choice of natural number m, that among congruence function fields K with a














The work of Inaba depends upon an estimate for the number of integral divisors of
degree equal to 2gK and a bound for the value of the zeta function of K near one. M.
Madan and D. Madden [24] extended the work of Inaba by proving, for congruence








The result of Madan and Madden employs the basic mechanics of Inaba’s proof. S.
Gogia and I. Luthar [23] established a result similar to the equality (1.1) of Inaba.
Also, using methods similar to those of Inaba, M. Tsfasman [37] independently es-
tablished (1.2).
By use of an explicit formula for the genus obtained by D. Hayes [15], P. Lam-
Estrada and G. D. Villa-Salvador [21] established that the cyclotomic extensions K






The work of Lam-Estrada and Villa-Salvador employed a lower bound for the degree
of the different of a cyclotomic extension of a rational congruence function field. Each
cyclotomic extension of Fq(T ) is geometric, meaning that the field of constants of such
an extension is equal to Fq [38].
By use of a result in class field theory that employs the idèlic topology [3], G.
Frey, M. Perret, and H. Stichtenoth [10] obtained a lower bound for the degree of the
different of a finite, geometric, and abelian extension of a congruence function field.
As shown in the proof of Theorem 2, a much more simple proof is possible: one only
needs the density theorem of Čebotarev for totally split places in a Galois extension
of a congruence function field [38] and the result from global class field theory that
the Artin map of a finite, unramified, and abelian extension of a congruence function




In this section is given the proof of Theorem 1. The proof proceeds as follows:
1. Count the number of monic and irreducible polynomials of a given degree with
coefficients in a finite field via Möbius inversion [25];
2. Estimate the number of places of a given degree for a congruence function field
via Möbius inversion and Riemann’s hypothesis [4];
3. Obtain a lower bound for the number of integral divisors of degree 2gK via the
Riemann-Roch theorem [30].
Henceforth, let K be a congruence function field.
Lemma 1. Let x ∈ K\FK. For each m ∈ N, let ψ(m) be the number of monic
irreducible elements of FK [x] of degree in x equal to m. Let µ be the Möbius function












Proof. Let |FK| = q. Let m ∈ N. For each f ∈ FK [x], let dx(f) denote the degree of





























Definition. Let PK be the collection of places of K [38]. Let P ∈ PK with associated
valuation vP, valuation ring ϑP, and maximal idealP. The degree ofP inK is defined
as dK(P) = [ϑP/P : FK ].










Definition. Let s ∈ C with Re(s) > 1. For each non-negative integer n, let An
denote the number of integral divisors of K of degree in K equal to n. The zeta








Lemma 2. Let x ∈ K\FK. Let P0 denote the collection of places of FK(x); let d0
denote the degree function for the divisors of FK(x). For each m ∈ N, let
nm = |{p ∈ P0 | d0(p) = m}| and Nm = |{P ∈ PK | dK(P) = m}|.
It holds for each m ∈ N that |Nm − nm| ≤ 4gK |FK |
m
2 .
Proof. Let |FK | = q. Let s ∈ C with Re(s) > 1. Let u = q
















































Let ζ0(s) denote the zeta function of FK(x). One has similarly
ζ ′0(s)
ζ0(s)
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As this holds for all such s, it follows for each m ∈ N that
∑
d|m





Let m ∈ N. By Möbius inversion [25], it follows that




































































































Definition. Let CK denote the group of divisor classes of K. Let C ∈ CK . Let
A ∈ C. Let A1, ...,An be divisors that also lie in the class C. For each i = 1, ..., n, let
xi ∈ K
∗ satisfy (xi)K = AiA
−1. The divisors A1, ...,An are called linearly independent
if the elements x1, ..., xn are linearly independent over FK .
Definition. Let DK denote the group of divisors of K. For each A ∈ DK , let
LK(A) = {x ∈ K | vP(x) ≥ vP(A) for all P ∈ PK} .
Let lK(A) = dimFK LK(A).
Lemma 3. Let C ∈ CK. Let NK(C) denote the maximal number of linearly indepen-
dent integral divisors of C. Let A ∈ C. It holds that NK(C) = lK(A
−1).
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Proof. Let A1, ...,An ∈ C be linearly independent and integral. Let A ∈ C. For each
i = 1, ..., n, let AiA
−1 = (xi)K . Thus the elements x1, ..., xn are linearly independent
over FK . As the divisor Ai is integral for each i = 1, ..., n, it follows that the elements
x1, ..., xn lie in LK(A
−1). Thus n ≤ lK(A
−1).
Conversely, let m = lK(A
−1). Let y1, ..., ym be a basis of LK(A
−1) over FK . Thus
for each i = 1, ..., m there exists an integral Bi ∈ DK with (yi)K = BiA
−1. It follows
that the divisors B1, ...,Bm lie in C and are linearly independent.





Proof. Let A ∈ C. Let B ∈ C be integral. As A,B ∈ C, it follows that B = (α)KA
for some α ∈ K∗. As B is integral, it follows that α ∈ LK(A
−1). Let |FK | = q. By
the definition of lK(A
−1), the number of non-zero elements of LK(A
−1) is equal to
qlK(A
−1) − 1. Furthermore, two elements α, β ∈ K∗ satisfy (α)K = (β)K if, and only





. By Lemma 3, the result follows.




gK ln |FK |
≥ 1.
Proof. Let |FK | = q. Let C ∈ CK . Let WK denote the canonical class. By the
Riemann-Roch theorem [30], it holds that
NK(C) = dK(C)− gK + 1 +NK(WKC
−1).
Suppose that dK(C) = 2gK . Once again by the Riemann-Roch theorem, it holds that
dK(CW
−1
K ) = dK(C)− dK(WK) = 2gK − (2gK − 2) = 2.
Let A ∈ C. Let ω be a non-zero Weil differential of K. Let (ω)K be the divisor





K ) = dimFK LK(A(ω)
−1
K ) = dimFK{0} = 0.
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Thus
dK(C)− gK + 1 +NK(WKC
−1) = dK(C)− gK + 1 + 0 = 2gK − gK + 1 = gK + 1.










The place p∞ is the only place of FK(x) that is not associated with a valuation
determined by degree in an irreducible element of FK [x]. As d0(p∞) = 1, it follows
for each integer m > 2 that nm = ψ(m). It may be assumed that gK ≥ 1. Thus






≥ N2gK ≥ n2gK − 4gKq

































































































1 + ln 4gK
gK ln q
≥ 1−






In this section is given the proof of Theorem 2. The proof proceeds as follows:
1. Establish the upper bound of Theorem 2 for those congruence function fields
with a condition on the growth of the genus via ramification theory [38] and
Riemann’s inequality [29];
2. Obtain an upper bound for the degree of a finite, abelian, geometric, and un-
ramified extension of a congruence function field via ramification theory [38],
Čebotarev’s density theorem [38] and global class field theory [19];
3. Obtain a lower bound for the degree of the different of a finite and abelian
extension of a congruence function field via higher ramification theory [38] and
the Hasse-Arf theorem [28];
4. Derive a contradiction for a sequence that violates the statement of Theo-
rem 2 via the Riemann-Roch theorem [30], Riemann’s hypothesis [4], and the
Riemann-Hurwitz formula [38].
Definition. Let F be a congruence function field. Let p ∈ PF . Let K be a finite
extension of F . Let {K|p} denote the collection of places of K that lie above p. Let
n(K|p) = |{K|p}|.
Henceforth, let F be a congruence function field, and let K be a finite extension
of F .
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Definition. The ramification index of P|p is defined as e(P|p) = |vP(K
∗)/vP(F
∗)|.
The relative degree of P|p is defined as f(P|p) = [ϑP/P : ϑp/p].
Henceforth, unless otherwise noted, let p ∈ PF , and P ∈ {K|p}.
Lemma 5. It holds that n(K|p) ≤ [K : F ].
Proof. By Riemann’s inequality [29], one has that
lF (p
−(gF+1)) ≥ dF (p
gF+1)− gF + 1 = (gF + 1)dF (p)− gF + 1 ≥ gF + 1− gF + 1 = 2.
By Lemma 3, there exists α ∈ F\FF and an integral A ∈ DF with (α)F = p
gF+1A−1
and A relatively prime to p. Let B ∈ DK be integral with (α)K = P
a1




each of a1, ..., ar positive, andB relatively prime to each ofP1, ...,Pr. ForP ∈ {K|p},
one has that vp(α) > 0 if, and only if, vP(α) > 0. It follows that {P1, ...,Pr} = {K|p}
and r = n(K|p). Also, one has for each i = 1, ..., n(K|p) that ai = (gF + 1)e(Pi|p).
By basic function field theory [9], this yields that
[K : FK(α)] = dK(P
a1

















[FK : FF ]
=
(gF + 1)dF (p)





Likewise, one obtains that [F : FF (α)] = dF (p
gF+1) = (gF + 1)dF (p), Thus




e(Pi|p)f(Pi|p) = [K : FK(α)][FK : FF ]
= [K : FK(α)][FK(α) : FF (α)] = [K : FF (α)]





e(Pi|p)f(Pi|p) = [K : F ].
In particular, it follows that n(K|p) ≤ [K : F ].
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gK ln |FK |
≤ 1.
Proof. Let |FK | = q. Let C ∈ CK . By Riemann’s inequality [29], one obtains that
NK(C) ≥ dK(C)− gK + 1.





























































Let p be a place of FK(x). Let P ∈ {K|p}. The relative degree f(P|p) satisfies











By Lemma 5, the set {K|p} is finite. Let {K|p} = {P1, ...,Pn(K|p)}. Also by Lemma






















































ζ0(s) ≤ ζK(s) ≤ ζ0(s)
[K:FK(x)].
In particular, one has that hK
qgKs
≤ ζ0(s)
[K:FK(x)]−1. Application of the logarithm yields
that
ln hK − gKs ln q ≤ ([K : FK(x)]− 1) ln ζ0(s).












([K : FK(x)]− 1) ln ζ0(s)
gK ln q
≤ s+
([K : FK(x)]− 1) ln ζF2(T )(s)
gK ln 2
.
Let ε ∈ R with ε > 0. Let s = 1 + ε
2

























= 1 + ε.
Henceforth, let K be a finite and Galois extension of F .
Definition. Let σ ∈ Gal(K|F ). Let σ(P) ∈ PK be defined, for each α ∈ K, as
vσ(P)(α) = vP(σ
−1(α)).
Lemma 7. Each of the quantities e(P|p) and f(P|p) is independent of the choice of
P ∈ {K|p}.
Proof. Let P′ ∈ {K|p}. Suppose that σ(P) 6= P′ for all σ ∈ Gal(K|F ). By Artin’s
approximation theorem [28], there exists α ∈ K with vP′(α) > 0 and, for each
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σ ∈ Gal(K|F ), vP′(σ(α)) ≥ 0 and vP(σ(α)) = 0. Thus




























This is a contradiction. Thus there exists σ ∈ Gal(K|F ) with σ(P) = P′. Let α ∈ F ∗
with vp(α) 6= 0. Thus
e(P′|p)vp(α) = vP′(α) = vσ(P)(α) = vP(σ
−1(α)) = vP(α) = e(P|p)vp(α).
It follows that e(P′|p) = e(P|p). Furthermore, as σ(P) = P′, it holds that σ(ϑP) =
ϑP′ . Thus σ induces an isomorphism of ϑP/P with ϑP′/P
′ over ϑp/p. Therefore
f(P|p) = [ϑP/P : ϑp/p] = [ϑP′/P
′ : ϑp/p] = f(P
′|p).
Lemma 8. It holds that [K : F ] = n(K|p)e(P|p)f(P|p).
Proof. By Lemma 5, the set {K|p} is finite. Let {K|p} = {P1, ...,Pn(K|p)}. By
Lemma 7, it holds for each i = 1, ..., n(K|p) that e(Pi|p) = e(P|p) and f(Pi|p) =
f(P|p). By the proof of Lemma 5, it follows that






Definition. The decomposition group of P|p is defined as
D(P|p) = {σ ∈ Gal(K|F ) | σ(P) = P}.
Lemma 9. It holds that |D(P|p)| = e(P|p)f(P|p).
Proof. The groupD(P|p) is by definition the stabiliser ofP for the action of Gal(K|F )
on {K|p}. By the proof of Lemma 7, Gal(K|F ) acts transitively on {K|p}. Thus
|D(P|p)| =
[K : F ]
n(K|p)
.
By Lemma 8, the result follows.
Definition. The inertia group of P|p is defined as
I(P|p) = {σ ∈ Gal(K|F ) | for each α ∈ K, σ(α) = α mod P}.
Lemma 10. It holds that |I(P|p)| = e(P|p).
Proof. For α ∈ ϑP, let α := α mod P. The field ϑP/P is a finite and Galois ex-
tension of ϑp/p [7]. In particular, there exists α ∈ ϑP with ϑP/P = ϑp/p(α). An
element of Gal(ϑP/P|ϑp/p) is completely determined by its action on α. By Artin’s
approximation theorem [28], there exists α′ ∈ K so that vP(α
′ −α) > 0 and, for each
P′ ∈ {K|p} with P′ 6= P, vP′(α
′) > 0. In particular, it follows that α′ ∈ ϑP and





By the definition of α′, it follows that f(T ) ∈ ϑp[T ]. Furthermore, if an element
σ ∈ Gal(K|F ) is not contained in D(P|p), it follows that σ−1(P) 6= P. Also by the
definition of α′, it holds for such σ that vP(σ(α
′)) = vσ−1(P)(α
′) > 0. Let f(T ) :=
f(T ) mod p. It follows for some non-negative integer n that





Let φ : D(P|p) −→ Gal(ϑP/P|ϑp/p) be defined for each σ ∈ D(P|p) and β ∈ ϑP as
σ(β) = σ(β). By the previous argument, each Galois conjugate of α′ over ϑp/p is of
the form σ(α′) for some σ ∈ D(P|p). Thus φ is surjective. Also, by the definition of















Lemma 11. Let E be a finite field that contains FF . It holds that
n(EF |p) = ([E : FF ], dF (p)).
Proof. Let P ∈ PEF with P|p. As ϑp/p ⊂ ϑP/P and E ⊂ ϑP/P, it follows that
(ϑp/p)E ⊂ ϑP/P.
For the converse, let y ∈ ϑP. By Artin’s approximation theorem [28], there exists
y′ ∈ EF with vP(y
′ − y) > 0 and, for each P′ ∈ {EF |p} with P′ 6= P, vP′(y
′) ≥ 0.







with a1, ..., am ∈ F . Also, EF is a finite and Galois extension of F [7]. Let y
′(1) =
y′, y′(2), ..., y′(m) be the Galois conjugates of y′ over F . By Cramer’s rule [22], it follows







with ti,1, ..., ti,m ∈ E. Let σ ∈ I(P|p). By the definition of I(P|p), it holds that
vP(σ(ξ) − ξ) > 0. As ξ ∈ E and vP is trivial on E, it follows that σ(ξ) = ξ. By
Lemma 10, this yields that e(P|p) = |I(P|p)| = 1. Furthermore, by the definition
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of y′, it follows for each j = 1, ..., m that y′(j) ∈ ϑP. Thus one obtains for each
i = 1, ..., m that












Therefore ϑP/P = (ϑp/p)E. Let q = |FF |. Let r = dF (p), s = dEF (P), and t =
f(P|p). Thus Fqsn = FqrFqn = Fq[r,n] . Therefore dEF (P)[E : FF ] = [dF (p), [E : FF ]].
As EF is a finite and Galois extension of F , it follows by Lemma 8 that
n(EF |p) =
[EF : F ]
e(P|p)f(P|p)
=
[E : FF ]
e(P|p)f(P|p)
=





= (dF (p), [E : FF ]).
Definition. The place p is said to split totally in K if e(P|p) = 1 and f(P|p) = 1.
The collection of places of F that split totally in K is denoted by S(K|F ).
Definition. K is called a geometric extension of F if FK = FF .
Lemma 12. Let H be a finite, Galois, and geometric extension of F . Let d(H|F ) =
gcd{dF (p) | p ∈ S(H|F )}. It holds that d(H|F ) = 1.
Proof. Let E be the extension of FF that satisfies [E : FF ] = d(H|F ). Let p ∈ S(H|F ).
By the definition of d(H|F ), it follows that [E : FF ] | dF (p). Let P ∈ {EF |p}. By
Lemma 11, one obtains that
n(EF |p) = ([E : FF ] , dF (p)) = [E : FF ] .
The field EF is a finite and Galois extension of F [7]. By Lemma 8, it holds that
n(EF |p) =
[EF : F ]
e(P|p)f(P|p)
As [EF : F ] = [E : FF ], it follows that p ∈ S(EF |F ).
Let Q ∈ {EH|P}. Let R ∈ PH so that Q ∈ {EH|R}. As each of EF and H
is a finite and Galois extension of F , it follows by basic Galois theory that EH is a
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finite and Galois extension of F , and that the decomposition group D(Q|p) restricts
injectively onto the product of D(P|p) with D(R|p) [7]. By Lemma 9, it holds that
|D(P|p)| = e(P|p)f(P|p) and |D(R|p)| = e(R|p)f(R|p). As p lies in both S(H|F )
and S(EF |F ), it follows that each of the groups D(P|p) and D(R|p) is trivial. Thus
the group D(Q|p) is trivial. Once again by Lemma 9, one obtains that e(Q|p) = 1
and f(Q|p) = 1. Therefore p ∈ S(EH|F ).
Conversely, suppose that p ∈ S(EH|F ). By Lemma 9, it follows that e(Q|p) = 1
and f(Q|p) = 1. With the previous notation, the definitions of ramification index
and relative degree yield that e(P|p) = e(P|R)e(R|p) and f(P|p) = f(P|R)f(R|p).
Thus e(R|p) = 1 and f(R|p) = 1. Therefore p ∈ S(H|F ).
By the previous argument, it follows that S(EH|F ) = S(H|F ). Let δ denote
Dirichlet density. By Čebotarev’s density theorem, one obtains that δ(S(H|F )) =
[H : F ]−1 and δ(S(EH|F )) = [EH : F ]−1 [38]. Thus EH = H . As H is a geometric
extension of F , it follows that E = FF . Therefore d(H|F ) = [E : FF ] = 1.
Lemma 13. Let H be a finite, abelian, geometric, and unramified extension of F . It
holds that [H : F ] ≤ hF .
Proof. Let M be the fixed field of the image of the Artin map of H|F in Gal(H|F )
[28]. By the definition of M , it holds that S(M |F ) = PF . By Čebotarev’s density
theorem, one obtains that δ(S(M |F )) = [M : F ]−1 and δ(PF ) = 1 [38]. Thus M = F .
By the Galois correspondence, the Artin map of H|F surjects onto Gal(H|F ) [7].
Let the Artin map of H|F be written for each a ∈ DF as (A, H|F ). Let σ ∈
Gal(H|F ). By the previous argument, there exists a ∈ DF with (a, H|F ) = σ. By




aidF (pi) = 1.
Let n = dF (a). Let b = p
a1
1 · · · p
am
m . Thus (b, H|F ) is trivial and dF (b) = 1. Therefore
(ab−n, H|F ) = (a, H|F ) and dF (ab
−n) = 0. Let DF,0 denote the group of divisors
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of F of degree equal to zero. By the previous argument, it follows that the Artin
map of H|F for DF,0 surjects onto Gal(H|F ). Let PF denote the group of principal
divisors of F . By global class field theory, the Artin map of H|F is trivial for PF [19].
Therefore
[H : F ] = |Gal(H|F )| ≤ |DF,0/PF | = hF .
Let Fp denote the completion of F for p. Let p be identified with its unique
extension fo Fp [28].
Lemma 14. Let V be a finite extension of Fp. Let P ∈ {V |p}. It holds that {V |p} =
P. Furthermore, V is complete for the place P.
Proof. Let n = dimFp V . If n = 1, the result is immediate. Let n ∈ N with n > 1.






























Thus if limpm→∞ ai,m = 0 for each i = 1, ..., n, then lim
P
m→∞ xm = 0.
Conversely, suppose that there exists i ∈ {1, ..., n} so that {ai,m}m∈N is not con-
vergent to zero for p. Thus it may be assumed that there exists N ∈ N so that, for






























This is a contradiction. The result follows.
Let KP denote the completion of K for P. Let P be identified with its unique
extension to KP.
Lemma 15. The field KP is a finite and Galois extension of Fp.
Proof. Let K be identified with its image in KP. As K is a finite and Galois extension
of F , it follows from basic Galois theory that KFp is a finite and Galois extension of
Fp [7]. By Lemma 14, one obtains that KFp is complete for the place P. Also, one
has that K ⊂ KFp ⊂ KP. It follows that KFp = KP.
Definition. For each non-negative integer n, the nth ramification group of P|p is
defined as
Gn(P|p) = {σ ∈ Gal(KP|Fp) | for each α ∈ ϑP, vP(σ(α)− α) ≥ n+ 1}.
Lemma 16. It holds that |G0(P|p)| = e(P|p).
Proof. By Lemma 10, it suffices to show that |G0(P|p)| = |I(P|p)|. By the definition
of the inertia group, it holds that I(P|p) ⊂ D(P|p). By the proof of Lemma 14, it
follows that each σ ∈ I(P|p) extends continuously to an element σ̂ ∈ Gal(KP|Fp).
Let α ∈ KP. Let {αn}n∈N ⊂ K with lim
P









αn mod P ≡ α mod P.
Thus σ̂ ∈ G0(P|p).
Conversely, let η ∈ G0(P|p). By the definition of G0(P|p), it holds that η|K ∈
I(P|p). Therefore the elements of I(P|p) and G0(P|p) are in one-to-one correspon-
dence.
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Definition. A jump in the ramification of P|p is a non-negative integer n so that
Gn(P|p) 6= Gn+1(P|p). Let k(P|p) be the number of jumps in the ramification of
P|p. Let αP|p be the differential exponent for P|p [38].
Henceforth, let each η ∈ Gal(KP|Fp) be identified with η|K .
Lemma 17. Each of the quantities k(P|p) and αP|p is independent of the choice of
P ∈ {K|p}.
Proof. Let n be a non-negative integer. Let σ ∈ Gal(K|F ). Let η ∈ Gn(σ(P)|p). Let
β ∈ ϑP. As σ(ϑP) = ϑσ(P), it holds that σ(β) ∈ ϑσ(P). Thus
vP(σ
−1ησ(β)− β) = vP(σ
−1ησ(β)− σ−1σ(β)) = vσ(P)(ησ(β)− σ(β)) ≥ n + 1.
This implies that Gn(σ(P)|p) = σGn(P|p)σ
−1. In particular, one obtains that
|Gn(σ(P)|p)| = |σGn(P|p)σ
−1| = |Gn(P|p)|. It follows that the jumps in the ram-
ification of P|p are the same as the those in the ramification of σ(P)|p. By the
proof of Lemma 7, Gal(K|F ) acts transitively on {K|p}. It follows that |Gn(P|p)| is
independent of the choice of P ∈ {K|p}. This establishes the result for k(P|p).






By the previous argument, the result also follows for αP|p.
Henceforth, let K be a finite and abelian extension of F .
Lemma 18. It holds that KP|Fp is finite and abelian.
Proof. As Gal(K|F ) is abelian, so must D(P|p) also be abelian. By Lemma 15, one
has that KP is a finite and Galois extension of Fp. Also, by the proof of Lemma 14,
Gal(KP|Fp) is isomorphic to D(P|p). The result follows.
Lemma 19. The group G0(P|p) is independent of the choice of P ∈ {K|p}.
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Proof. By the proof of Lemma 17, one has for each σ ∈ Gal(K|F ) that G0(σ(P)|p) =
σG0(P|p)σ
−1. As Gal(K|F ) is abelian, it follows that σG0(P|p)σ
−1 = G0(P|p). By
the proof of Lemma 7, Gal(K|F ) acts transitively on {K|p}. The result follows.




Proof. Let the jumps in the ramification ofP|p be denoted by r1(P|p), ..., rk(P|p)(P|p).
Let n1(P|p) = r1(P|p) + 1. Also, for each m = 2, ..., k(P|p), let nm(P|p) =
rm(P|p) − rm−1(P|p). By Lemma 18, it holds that KP is a finite and abelian ex-


































By Lemma 16, the result follows.
Lemma 21. It holds that e(P|p) ≤ |ϑp/p|
k(P|p).
Proof. By Lemma 15, it holds that KP is a finite and Galois extension of Fp. Let
η ∈ Gal(KP|Fp). The field ϑP/P is a finite and Galois extension of ϑp/p [7]. Let
η̃0 ∈ Gal(ϑP/P|ϑp/p) be defined for each α ∈ ϑP as η̃0(α mod P) = η(α) mod P.




By ramification theory, the map ψ0 induces an injection of G0(P|p)/G1(P|p) into
(ϑP/P)
∗ [38]. Let τ ∈ Gal(ϑP/P|ϑp/p). By the proof of Lemma 10, there exists
η ∈ Gal(KP|Fp) so that η̃0 = τ . Let σ ∈ G0(P|p). By Lemma 18, it holds that KP is
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an abelian extension of Fp. Thus one obtains that













By Lemma 14, it holds that P = {KP|p}. It follows that the element η(πP) is prime
for P. Also by ramification theory, the map ψ0 is independent of the choice of
prime element for P [38]. This yields that τ(ψ0(σ) mod P) = ψ0(σ) mod P. By




Let n be a positive integer. Once again, let η ∈ Gal(KP|Fp). Let η̃n be defined
for each α ∈ Pn as η̃n(α mod P
n+1) = η(α) mod Pn+1. As before, let πP be prime
for P. Let ψn be defined for each σ ∈ Gn(P|p) as ψn(σ) =
σ(πP)
πP
− 1. By rami-
fication theory, ψn induces an injection of Gn(P|p)/Gn+1(P|p) into P
n/Pn+1 [38].
Let η ∈ Gal(KP|Fp). Let σ ∈ Gn(P|p). As in the previous argument, one obtains
that η̃n(ψn(σ) mod P
n+1) = ψn(σ) mod P
n+1. By the Galois correspondence [7],
it follows that the dimension over ϑp/p of the image of ψn is at most one. Thus













By Lemma 16, the result follows.
Lemma 22. Let DK|F denote the different of K over F . Let HK|F denote the maximal
unramified extension of F in K. It holds that
dK(DK|F ) ≥
[K : F ]
2 ln |FF |
(





Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 17, each of the quantities e(P|p), f(P|p), k(P|p), and αP|p
is independent of the choice of P ∈ {K|p}, for each p ∈ PF . Thus one may write
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e(P|p) = e(K|p), f(P|p) = f(K|p), k(P|p) = k(K|p), and αP|p = αK|p. Let the
collection of places of F that ramify in K be denoted by R(K|F ). By Lemmas 8, 20,





























[K : F ]





[K : F ]




By Lemma 19, the group G0(P|p) is independent of the choice of P ∈ {K|p}, for





By ramification theory [38], the fixed field of GR(K|F ) is equal to HK|F . By Lemma








































Lemma 23. Let a ∈ DK . Let a be identified with its image in DEK. It holds that
dEK(a) = dK(a).
Proof. By the definition of the degree function, it suffices to prove the claim for
each p ∈ PK . By Lemma 5, it holds that the set {EK|p} is finite. Let {EK|p} =
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{P1, ...,Pn(EK|p)}. Let p be identified with its image in DEK . In EK, one has the
equality p = P
e(P1|p)
1 · · ·P
e(Pn(EK|p)|p)
n(EK|p) . By the proof of Lemma 5, it follows that
dEK(p) = dEK(P
e(P1|p)















[E : FK ]
[EK : K] = dK(p).
Lemma 24. Let a ∈ DK . Let a be identified with its image in DEK. It holds that
lEK(a) = lK(a).
Proof. Let ELK(a) = {
∑
finite aixi | for each i, ai ∈ E and xi ∈ LK(a)}. Let y ∈






with a1, ..., an ∈ E and x1, ..., xn ∈ LK(a). Let p ∈ PK . Let P ∈ {EK|p}. By the

















{vp(xi)} ≥ vp(a) = vP(a).
Thus ELK(a) ⊂ LEK(a).








with a1, ..., an ∈ E. Also, EK is a finite and Galois extension of K [7]. Let y = y
(1),
y(2),..., y(n) be the Galois conjugates of y over K. By Cramer’s rule [22], one may








with ti,1, ..., ti,n ∈ E. As a ∈ DK , one obtains for each j = 1, ..., n that vP(y
(j)) ≥




















(j))} ≥ vP(a) = vp(a).
Thus LEK(a) ⊂ ELK(a).
By the previous argument, it follows that LEK(a) = ELK(a). By basic function
field theory, the field of constants of EK is equal to E [38]. Therefore lEK(a) =
lK(a).
Lemma 25. Let E be a finite field that contains FK. It holds that gEK = gK.
Proof. Let a ∈ DK be chosen to satisfy dK(a) > max{2gK − 2, 2gEK − 2}. Let a be
identified with its image in DEK . By the Riemann-Roch theorem [30], it follows that
lEK(A
−1) = dEK(A) − gEK + 1 and lK(A
−1) = dK(A) − gK + 1. By Lemmas 23 and
24, result follows.
Theorem 2. Let F be a fixed choice of congruence function field. Let K be a finite




gK ln |FK |
≤ 1.
Proof. Consider a sequence {Kn}n∈N with Kn a finite and abelian extension of F for
each n ∈ N and unbounded sequence of genera {gKn}n∈N. Furthermore, suppose that
there exists δ ∈ R with δ > 0 and, for each n ∈ N,
ln hKn
gKn ln |FKn|
≥ 1 + δ.
Let x ∈ F\FF . As FF is algebraically closed in F , it follows that x is transcendental
over FF . As FK |FF is algebraic, it follows that x is transcendental over FK . In
particular, one obtains that x ∈ K\FK . By Lemma 6, there exists ε ∈ R with ε > 0












By Riemann’s hypothesis, one has for each i = 1, ..., 2gKn that |ωi| = |FKn|
1
2 [4]. Also,
it is well-known that PKn(0) = hKn [9]. Thus


















































Once again, let n ∈ N. By basic function field theory [38], one obtains that






[EKn : EF ]
.
As Kn is a finite and abelian extension of F , it follows by basic Galois theory that
EKn is a finite and abelian extension of EF [7]. In particular, it holds that EKn is a
finite and separable extension of EF . Thus one may define the different of EKn over
EF ; let this be denoted by DEKn|EF . As FF and FKn are contained in E, it follows
by basic function field theory that the field of constants of each of EF and EKn is
equal to E [38]. Thus EKn is a geometric extension of EF . Let HEKn|EF denote the
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maximal unramified extension of EF in EKn. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula [38]
and Lemmas 13 and 22, one obtains that
gEKn
[EKn : EF ]
=
1
[EKn : EF ]
+ gEF − 1 +
1
2 [EKn : EF ]
dEKn(DEKn|EF )
≥ gEF − 1 +
1
2 [EKn : EF ]
dEKn(DEKn|EF )
≥ gEF − 1 +
1
4 ln |E|
(ln [EKn : EF ]− ln[HEKn|EF : EF ])
≥ gEF − 1 +
1
4 ln |E|
(ln [EKn : EF ]− ln hEF ).
It follows that the sequence {[EKn : EF ]}n∈N is bounded. However, it also holds that









One obtains as a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 the main result of this work.
Corollary. Let F be a fixed choice of congruence function field. Let K be a finite




gK ln |FK |
= 1.
The following example demonstrates that Lemma 6 may not be applied to establish
the previous Corollary in the case of a finite, tamely ramified [38], and geometric tower
of extensions of a rational congruence function field so that each step in the tower is
a Kummer extension [11].
Example. Let p ∈ N be a prime number. Let q = p2. Let x0 be an element
transcendental over Fq. For each n ∈ N, let
xp+1n = (xn−1 + 1)
p+1 − 1 and Fn = Fq(x0, x1, ..., xn).
Also, let Fq(x0) = F0. Let p ∈ PF0 be chosen with associated valuation vp defined for







One may write xp+11 = x0f(x0) with f(x0) ∈ Fq[x0]. As f has constant term equal to
one, it holds for a place P ∈ {F1|p} that
(p+ 1)vP(x1) = vP(x
p+1
1 ) = vP(x0f(x0)) = vP(x0) + vP(f(x0)) = vP(x0) = e(P|p).
By Lemma 8, it follows that e(P|p) = p + 1 = [F1 : F0]. By basic function field
theory, any constant extension of F0 is unramified [38]. Futhermore, as q = p
2, the
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field Fq contains the p + 1st roots of unity. Therefore F1 is a finite, geometric and
tamely ramified Kummer extension of F0 [38]. Also, as e(P|p) = p + 1, it follows
that vP(x1) = 1. Thus one may repeat this argument inductively, which implies for
each n ∈ N that Fn is a finite, tamely ramified, and geometric extension of F0, as













Let n ∈ N. Let yn =
xn
xn−1







∈ 1 + P. By
Kummer’s theorem [38], it follows that P splits completely in Fn. Let N1(Fn) denote
the collection of places of Fn of degree equal to one. By the previous argument,
one obtains that N1(Fn) ≥ [Fn : F0]. Also, by Riemann’s hypothesis, one has that
|N1(Fn)− (q + 1)| ≤ 2gFnq
1
2 [4]. This yields that
gFn ≥















Thus lim infn→∞ gFn = ∞.
Let n ∈ N. Let p ∈ PF0 be ramified in Fn. LetP ∈ {Fn|p}. For each i = 0, ..., n−1,
let Pi ∈ PFi be chosen with P ∈ {Fn|Pi}. As p is ramified in Fn, there exists
i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1} so that Pi is ramified in Fi+1. By Kummer theory [38], it follows
that xi ∈ Pi. Therefore xi mod Pi = 0 ∈ Fq. Thus xi−1 mod Pi−1 ∈ Fq. As
q = p2, it follows that xp+1i−1 mod Pi−1 ∈ Fp. This yields that xi−2 mod Pi−2 ∈ Fq.
By induction, one obtains that x0 mod p ∈ Fq. In particular, there exists α ∈ Fq for







It follows that dF0(p) = 1, and that the number of places of F0 that ramify in Fn
cannot be greater than q. Also, as F0 is a field of rational functions, it follows that
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gF0 = 0. Let R(Fn|F0) denote the collection of places of F0 that ramify in Fn. As Fn
is a finite, separable and tamely ramified extension of F0, it follows by ramification
theory [38], the Riemann-Hurwitz formula [38] and the proof of Lemma 5 that






















































In general, the asymptotic relationship between class number and genus remains
an open problem. It is worthy of note that the proof of the main result of this
work is similar to the original proof of the classical Brauer-Siegel theorem [6], which
states, for finite normal extensions K of Q with class number hK , regulator RK , and










For example, one may notice that the lower bound of Theorem 1 is effective, whereas
the upper bound of Theorem 2 is ineffective and established by uniqueness of a certain
limit point using the value of a zeta function near one.
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